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This resource for promoting Christian faith formation in the life of a                    

congregation can be used for home devotions, Bible study groups, and other 

small group settings, including congregational boards and committees.                                                                                                     

It significantly deepens daily and lifelong faith  formation. 
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Suggested use for the various parts of Taking Faith Home: 

Weekly Theme: This gives the theme for the week based on the Bible passages used for each  

particular Sunday in the church year. Reflect on this as you use other parts of Taking Faith Home. 

Daily Bible Readings: Find a preferred time of day to read and meditate on these Bible passages.  

Having a dependable routine increases the likelihood of using these daily readings. Reflect on what 

words or images come to mind as you read these passages. 

Hymn of the Week: This provides a suggested hymn that complements the weekly theme and  

scripture readings. See the www.milestonesministry.org website under the toolbox/guides tab for a 

complete listing of text and music authors. 

Weekly Milestones: This allows for a moment to share or think about recent mountain highs and/or 

valley lows in your life. 
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You will be amazed at how people will move from knowing they should use 

Taking Faith Home to being excited when they do. 

 

Do you want to dig deeper into Taking Faith Home as a vital tool 

for lifelong faith formation for all ages?  

 Explore our website under the Taking Faith Home tab and get 
more ideas.  

 Enter into an affordable short-term coaching relationship with 
Debbie Streicher or David Anderson to help your congregation  
implement a number of faith formation strategies.  

Please share your stories at: info@milestonesministry.org 

Scripture Verse for this Week: This text matches the weekly theme and provides a devotional anchor 

to your daily faith formation. Consider memorizing this verse each week. 

A Prayer for the Week: Use this prayer with the Scripture for the week, the daily readings or any other 

part of Taking Faith Home. 

Mealtime Prayer: Offering a prayer at mealtime is a foundational faith practice that blesses our daily 

faith formation with a spirit of thanksgiving and praise. 

A Blessing to Give: Receive this blessing as a gift of the faith community to you and extend these words 

to loved ones in your life. By doing so you experience how you are blessed to be a blessing to others.  

An option would be to mark the sign of the cross on the forehead as you offer the blessing. 

The Four Key Faith Practices:  

Caring Conversations, Devotions, Service, and Rituals and Traditions are the Four Key Faith Practices 

that are the foundation to any other faith practice the church uses to nurture the Christian faith. 

Caring Conversations: These conversation starters provide meaningful reflection on biblical texts and 

our daily lives. They help you bond with others on the journey of faith. They also help you in the  

important task of talking about the Christian faith. 

Devotions: Being devoted to God’s word serves as a foundation for practicing the presence of God and 

blessing you with faith, hope, and love. Having a special time of day to do devotions increases the  

regularity of this important practice in your life. 

Service: Christ tells us to serve others. By living the faith in love, we learn the value and joy of the 

Christian faith. Serving others reminds us of the breadth of the Kingdom of God and that our faith is 

personal but not private. Faith motivates us to serve the world in love. 

Rituals and Traditions: Symbolic actions grounded in the Christian tradition throughout the year  

provide a beautiful and holistic way of experiencing the grace of God. As you practice rituals and  

traditions, regularly use ones that fill you with peace, passion, meaning, and hope. 
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Order Taking Faith Home and other Milestones Ministry resources at: www.milestonesministry.org 

 


